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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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Nice little gem here, definitely pick it up if you're into this kind of thing. Aerofly RC7 is a flight simulator of RC aircraft and
can also be used as a training tool for those interested in the real hobby. Aircraft range from miniature indoor helicopters to full
scale, fuel-guzzling beasts, every one is easy to fly yet tough to master! The sim includes beautiful photo-realistic scenery from
real locations all over the world with many different airparks to fly from, which all have their differences, my favourite being
the variation in runways (gradient, length, width etc). Every one makes for a challenging flight without even considering the
wind yet!

The hud is great and easy to interpret, it includes vital instruments in a simple easy to read format which can all be adjusted to
your liking from the dropdown menus, everything works very smoothly and everything feels like how it should feel. From the
menus you can also customize each aircraft to your liking e.g. throws and whatnot. I've found nothing annoying about this sim
yet but If I do I'll be sure to come back and update this review.

To sum it up;

Pros:
Great physics
Awesome interface
Stunning photorealistic scenery
Smooth running, high fps on ultra settings
Easy super simple control setup(Regular Joystick, Keyboard or RC transmitter of the simulator type)
Plenty of great aircraft
TrackIR compatible
Very customizable (Aircraft flight surfaces, throws etc..)

Cons:
None other than the cost aspect, I got the regular edition yet moved to ultimate as I noticed a few of my favourite birds were in
it. Ended up costing me well over $100 all up.

I guess in the end if you really are into flight in general, flight simming or RC aircraft the enjoyment had is definitely worth it.
Like all flight sims especially those with payware they are not cheap, I'd honestly say this one is worth every penny, and I
personally love it!

A must have for any AVGeek!. Awful mechanics, UI, just don't buy. How peculiar, and strangely casual and carefree. The
subjects are serious in nature, but the execution felt loose, flexible, I don't know, it's very interesting. It touches up on life,
death, sadness, and happiness, btw, or at least that's what I picked up on. General concepts that we're all familiar with, but really
never think too much about because they're left to just being experienced and felt. This game is also really direct, pretty much
throwing subtlety out the window. Didn't feel overwhelming, I must admit. I actually took it as is, not exactly welcomed it, but
accepted it. Maybe that's why a more relaxed approach was used, because all will not respond to the same thing. Not bad, not
bad at all.. "Mixed" reviews?

What is this?

HERESY??!!?. First off, I'd like to state that I'm Canadian, and have no personal experience with living under the Trump
regime.

Game's a tad glitchy; I have not currently obtained the full version of the game (nor do I plan to), yet received Achievements for
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wall-building and Tweet-typing upon first booting it up. As for playing the game itself, it's not very fun; a single attack and
recovery item in the free version, and Trump hurts himself if you randomly miss. Maybe try it out if you like political memes,
but I don't find it engaging enough to recommend the teaser, let alone the full version of this.. Excellent number puzzle game.
simple arithmetic equations, that can be solved numerous ways.
challenge is that selection of cells is governed by rules that up the challenge.
You like puzzling it out against a few numbers ?
Then buy this game.. If you're on mac, its definitely not something to look into. Updates are rare and mac users are unable to
play past a glitch following the first puzzle at the start of the game (an issue that was acknowledged, but never resolved). The
quick discussion reply was appreciated wholeheartedly, but it was never acted on, and i'm unable to get a refund because of it.
The actual game looks great, i'm sure it has an amazing plot and adventure to it, just sad I probably wont be playing it for a long,
long while.. i dont know what should i say but its so funny for me :)
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The model is pretty good, but that's where it stops. Braking with this engine is a pain, as it takes forever to stop, and makes it
hard to get on time to the different stations. Acceleration is also pretty bad, making things harder.

The first scenario is next to impossible to achieve, unless you spend 5 or 6 hours trying and finding all types of tricks to gain 1
more second between the second and the third stop in that scenario (and that's why I'm leaving a bad review, really. The first
scenario was so frustrating to complete that it left a bad impression of the overall add-on on me).

Apart from the first scenario, the two other scenarios included work fine. All the achievements can be obtained (even the
"Scotrail Saviour" one, but it'll require you lots of determination).. A great old school SHUMPS whit a fantastic OST!. Overall
Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. There's 4 modes; easy,medium,hard,marksman
Easy-hard: really easy except that if you play hard they actually shoot you a bit.
Marksman: same as easy, but if they actually manage to shoot you die in 1 shot.

5/7. Great sence of challenge!!!
Nice cartoon graphics.
Good one for those who like rage games.

ps: s+space saves lifes!!!. Go buy Homeworld. This game is a pale reflection to the glory of Homeworld. I was fine with the
story of Nomad Fleet taking cus from Homeworld, but the gameplay, icons, gui, voices, artwork, and even ship design, are all
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"inspired" by homeworld. This feels like it was released in the 90s.... Very enjoyable game! I highly recommend it for a nice
and deep strategic experience. Broken... I can't even finish the 3rd level as the item i need isnt unlocked. I bought this game
since I had the urge to play it again after I lost the disc years ago, AND IT IS JUST AS FUN AS I REMEMBER! The only
problem on no fault of steam is, no tools for modding just raw files.
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